Semiconductor lasers are strongly altered by adding spin-polarized carriers. Such spin lasers could overcome many limitations of their conventional (spin-unpolarized) counterparts. While the vast majority of experiments in spin lasers employed zinc-blende semiconductors, the room temperature electrical manipulation was first emonstrated in wurtzite GaN-based lasers. However, the underlying theoretical description of wurtzite spin lasers is still missing. To address this situation, focusing on (In,Ga)N-based wurtzite quantum wells, we develop a theoretical framework in which the calculated microscopic spin-dependent gain is combined with a simple rate equation model. A small spin-orbit coupling in these wurtzites supports simultaneous spin polarizations of electrons and holes, providing unexplored opportunities to control spin lasers. For example, the gain asymmetry, as one of the key figures of merit related to spin amplification, can change the sign by simply increasing the carrier density. The lasing threshold reduction has a nonmonotonic depenedence on electron spin polarization, even for a nonvanishing hole spin polarization.
I. INTRODUCTION
Introducing spin-polarized carriers in semiconductor lasers offer an alternative path to realize spintronic applications, beyond the usually employed magnetoresistive effects [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Through carrier recombination, the angular momentum of the spin-polarized carriers is transferred to photons, thus leading to the circularly polarized emitted light [18] . Such spin lasers provide opportunity to extend the functionality of spintronic devices, as well to exceedthe performance of conventional (spinunpolarized) lasers, from reducing the lasing threshold to improving their dynamical performance and digital operation [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
Almost all spin lasers have been based on zinc-blende (ZB) semiconductors, such as GaAs or InAs, in which spin-dependent optical transitions were extensively studied for over 45 years [28] . However, a lone exception of a spin laser with an gain (active) region made of a wurtzite (WZ) semiconductor has so far also been the only case of an electrically manipulated spin laser at room temperature [29, 30] . Unlike many theoretical studies of ZB spin lasers [24, 31, 32] , a theoretical description for WZ spin lasers is still missing. Focusing on WZ GaN-based quantum wells (QWs) as the gain region, we develop the first microscopic description of WZ spin lasers.
The significance of WZ materials for optical devices has been recognized by the 2014 Nobel prize in physics for an efficient blue light emitting diodes (LEDs). WZ-based optical devices using a direct band gap GaN and its In and Al alloys are ubiquitous in our daily lives, from efficient lightning to blue-ray disc readers. Due to their high electron saturation velocities and high breakdown voltages, GaN-based semiconductors are also promising for high-speed/high-power electronic devices [33] [34] [35] . However, for spin-dependent optical properties, WZ GaN does not appear encouraging, leading to only a negligibly small degree of a circular polarization of an emitted light which can be attributed to a rather weak spin-orbit coupling (SOC) [36] . Therefore, the realization of the first electrically manipulated spin laser at room temperature using GaN-based gain region came as a surprise.
To better understand the differences between employ-ing ZB and WZ semiconductors in optical devices, in Figs. 1(a) and (b) we show their bulk band structure and possible band edge optical transitions within the conventional 8 × 8 k·p Hamiltonians, using the typical notation: conduction band (CB), heavy holes (HH), light holes (LH) and spin-orbit split-off holes (SO) for ZB [37, 38] and CB, HH, LH and crystal-field split-off hole (CH) for WZ [39] . Each of the marked dipole transitions has a different amplitude for specific spins that apply both to radiative recombinations and excitations.
If we denote the photon density of positive (negative) helicity by S + (S − ), we can describe the relevant helicity in each of the transitions. For example, in the CB-HH transition spin up (down) leads to S − (S + ), in CB-LH spin up (down) leads to aS + (aS − ), while in CB-SO for ZB, or CB-CH for WZ, spin up (down) leads to bS
For ZB the amplitude of helicity contributions are fixed: a = 1/3, b = 2/3. The electron spin polarization in terms of spin up (down) electron density n + (n − ),
arising from optical spin injection (HH/LH-CB) yields P n = (1 − 1/3)(1 + 1/3) = 50%, a well-known result at the band gap, neglecting electron spin relaxation [40, 41] . In contrast, for WZ the corresponding amplitudes depend on the materials parameters related to the SOC [39] ,
where the energy E + is expressed as,
in terms of the crystal field splitting energy ∆ 1 and SOC splitting energies ∆ 2,3 . With removed HH and LH degeneracy at the wavevector k = 0 (Γ-point) in WZ semiconductors [see Fig. 1(b) ], one would expect P n → 100% optical spin injection at the band gap, overcoming the 50% limitation of ZB materials [41] . However, due to the relatively weak SOC in nitride-based materials [42] , the energy separation for the topmost valence bands is typically ∼10-20 meV, comparable to the energy of the broadening effects by impurities and room temperature, ultimately leading to inefficient optical spin injection [36] . In GaN-based spin LEDs only a small circular polarization of electroluminescence was detected at 200 K [43] as well as at 300 K in the applied magnetic field [44] . These limitations could be overcome in electrical spin injection or extraction, as shown (In,Ga)N/GaN-based nanodiscs and nanorods covered by Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles [29, 30, 45] .
In this study, we investigate WZ spin lasers with In 0.1 Ga 0.9 N/GaN QWs as their gain region using microscopic k·p band structure calculations. While a weak SOC retains desirable spin-dependent properties of optical gain, it also necessitates simultaneous consideration of electron and hole spin polarizations, largely overlooked in the previous studies. By combining macroscopic rate equations with microscopic gain calculations based on a k·p method, we establish a versatile method to describe spin lasers which extends the strengths of the two complementary approaches.
In Sec. II we describe the k·p method to evaluate the electronic structure of (In,Ga)N QW which is used in Sec. III to calculate microscopic spin-dependent optical gain. In Sec. IV we combine these microscopic gain calculations with simple rate equations, suitable to describe various dynamical phenomena in spin lasers. In Sec. V we discuss future opportunities to apply our theoretical framework to other systems.
II. QUANTUM WELL ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE
An important consequence of the atomic arrangement of WZ materials along the [0001] direction is the presence of the polarization fields. A relative displacement between cations and anions in the unit cell leads to the spontaneous polarization along the growth direction in QWs. Under external applied strain this cation-anion displacement is modified and also yields piezoelectric polarization [46] . Such polarization fields are schematically shown in Fig. 1(c) for a WZ QW. The response of the quantum confined states to the static electric field is known as the quantum confined Stark effect and recognized as a very efficient mechanism to tune the optical transitions in semiconductor nanostructures [47] . These polarization fields modify both electronic levels as well as change the spatial electron-hole separation and thus the overlap integral between CB and VB wave functions.
Within the k·p method combined with the envelope function approximation, and including the polarization effects, the total Hamiltonian of the QW system is, (4) with the growth axis along the z direction (the c axis, or [0001] direction, of the WZ structure). The Hamiltonian H kp (z) denotes the k·p term, H st (z) describes the strain, H O (z) includes the band-offset at the interface that generates the QW energy profile, and H pol (z) includes the potential profile due to spontaneous and piezoelectric polarizations. In this study, we considered the 8 × 8 k·p Hamiltonian for WZ materials with explicit interaction between CB and VB which gives rise to the dipole coupling for optical transitions. The specific definitions of these Hamiltonians are described in Refs. [48] [49] [50] . In order to numerically solve the resulting system of coupled differential equations from Eqs. (4), we apply the plane wave expansion discussed in Refs. [24, 38, 48, 50, 51] .
For the gain region of the laser we consider a 3 nm thick single strained In 0.1 Ga 0.9 N QW, surrounded by 6 nm GaN barriers, the typical lengths and composition of (In,Ga)N-based vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs) [52] [53] [54] [55] . The bulk InN and GaN parameters are obtained from Ref. [49] , we use their linear interpolation for the alloy In 0.1 Ga 0.9 N and the bowing parameter for the band gap, E g [56] . The interface band offsets are ∆E C = 0.7∆E g and ∆E V = 0.3∆E g [57] . We choose E g at T = 300 K with Varshni parameters and the refractive indexes from Refs. [56, 58] . To develop some intuition about the relevant SOC parameters in (In,Ga)N QWs, we recall that in GaAs, as the representative ZB semiconductor, at the Γ-point HH and LH are degenerate and separated by ∆ SO = 0.341 eV [56] from the SO band. It is helpful to think of ZB GaAs as a WZ structure without crystal-field splitting energy (∆ 1 = 0) and a much larger SOC that yields ∆ 2 = ∆ 3 = ∆ SO /3 ≈ 114 meV [48, 61] . For the GaN barrier, ∆ 1 = 10 meV and ∆ 2 = ∆ 3 = 5.7 meV, and for the QW material In 0.1 Ga 0.9 N, ∆ 1 = 13 meV and ∆ 2 = ∆ 3 = 5.3 meV. In the bulk case, such values of ∆ 1,2,3 provide an energy difference at the Γ-point in GaN of ∼5.1 meV for HH-LH and 21.9 meV for HH-CH. For In 0.1 Ga 0.9 N the energy differences are ∼6 meV and ∼22.9 meV for HH-LH and HH-CH, respectively. QW confinement and polarization fields can provide larger energy separations for the different wave functions (no nodes, Figure 3 . Schematic of the optical gain, g, for (a) conventional and (b) spin laser. With pumping/injection, a photon density S increases by δS as it passes across the gain region. In the spin laser this increase depends on the positive (+)/negative(−) helicity of the light, S = S + + S − [24] .
one node, etc). However, the typical HH-LH QW states separation with same number of nodes remains similar to the bulk energy values. The resulting band structure of In 0.1 Ga 0.9 N/GaN QW, is presented in Fig. 2(a) , showing the two confined conduction subbands, CB1 and CB2, and the top four confined valence subbands, HH1, LH1, HH2 and LH2, labeled according to the dominant component of the total envelope function [59] . Each subband is twofold degenerate in k = 0 and for nonzero k values the effect of the asymmetric polarization field creates small spin splittings in the valence subbands [60] , lifting Kramers degeneracy [61] . Considering optical transitions at room temperature (k B T ∼25 meV), the spin splittings are negligible as if the bands were twofold degenerate. Furthermore, because of the energy separation of ∼150 (80) meV from CB1 (LH1) to CB2 (HH2) subbands, we can expect the emission range of the gain spectra to be ruled by CB1-HH1 (2.963 eV) and CB1-LH1 (2.973 eV) transitions. The corresponding density of states (DOS) shown in Fig. 2(b) , confirms that spin-resolved DOS has equal contributions for spin up and spin down.
III. MICROSCOPIC SPIN-DEPENDENT GAIN
Obtained electronic structure with the corresponding carrier populations provides the starting point to microscopically calculate the optical gain depicted in Fig. 3 , the hallmark of lasers. The resulting gain coefficient (or gain spectrum) is the negative value of the absorption coefficient and is calculated as [47, 62] ,
where the summation indices c and v label the conduction and valence subbands, respectively p a cv is the interband dipole transition amplitude for the polarization of light α, f c(v)k is the Fermi-Dirac distribution for the electron occupancy in the conduction (valence) subbands, is the Planck's constant, ω cvk is the in- 
terband transition frequency, and δ is the Dirac deltafunction, which is often replaced to include broadening effects for finite lifetimes [47, 63] . In the constant C 0 = 4π 2 e 2 /(ε 0 c l n r m 2 0 ωΩ), ε 0 is the vacuum permittivity, c l is the speed of light (to distinguish it from the CB index), n r is the dominant real part of the refractive index of the material, e is the electron charge, m 0 is the free electron mass, and Ω is the QW volume.
Similar to ZB GaAs-based spin lasers [24, 32] , the dipole selection rules for the interband optical transitions are spin-conserving, i. e., the dipole matrix element does not change spin. Therefore, the gain coefficient for the light polarization α includes independent contributions of spin-up and spin-down carriers,
denoted by the subscripts + and −, respectively. To develop intuition and understand the role of SOC in the optical transitions, we first illustrate the gain spectra on the example of conventional lasers. This implies injecting vanishing electron and hole spin polarization, P n = P p = 0, where the expression for P p is analogous to Eq. (1). In Fig. 4(a) we show such a gain spectra as function of photon energy for various carrier densities.
For calculated gain spectra in (In,Ga)N QWs it is customary to include various broadening effects. In addition to the homogeneous broadening, frequently used in ZB QWs [24, 63] , parametrized here by sech with 10 meV full width at half-maximum (FWHM), we also consider an inhomogeneous Gaussian broadening, attributed to compositional and potential fluctuations. Our choice of Gaussian broadening with 20 meV FWHM is consistent with a decreased broadening for smaller emission wavelengths in (In,Ga)N QW lasers and reported values relevant for wavelengths of ∼415 nm [64] which corresponds to the typical energy of the gain peak in our calculations. Because of the broadening effects, the individual CB1-HH1 and CB1-LH1 transitions that dominate the gain spectra cannot be distinguished [HH1 and LH1 are 10 meV apart, see Fig. 2(a) ]. On the other hand, by analyzing the spin-resolved gain we can identify different contributions of CB1-HH1 and CB1-LH1 transitions. In  Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) we show the gain spectra decomposed in spin up and spin down transitions at n = 6×10 12 cm Due to the small SOC energy in nitrides, the S − (S + ) gain peak of spin up (down) CB1-HH1 transition is twice as large as the spin down (up) CB1-LH1 transition. For a larger SOC energy, this ratio would increase. For example, in ZB GaAs spin laser [24] , this ratio is ∼6 (for a SOC energy of ∆ 2 = ∆ 3 ≈ 114 meV, compared to ∆ 2 = ∆ 3 ∼ 10 − 20 meV in nitrides).
We next turn to the gain properties in spin-lasers where injected carriers are spin-polarized. Guided by the typical spin dynamics for ZB semiconductors in which hole spin relaxes nearly instantaneously, previous studies have largely focussed on spin lasers with nonzero P n , but vanishing P p . However, since the degeneracy of HH and LH in bulk WZ semiconductors is lifted by the crystal field potential, the spin relaxation times of holes in GaN could be comparable to those of electrons [65] . This is in stark contrast to bulk GaAs where at 300 K the hole spin relaxation time is three to four orders of magnitude shorter than for electrons [41] . We therefore also consider the effect of nonzero P p , excluded in the two prior microscopic studies of gain spectra in spin lasers [24, 32] .
The gain for WZ spin lasers is shown in Fig. 5 as a function of photon energy and carrier density. These results confirm that the gain becomes helicity-dependent, g + = g − , as known from ZB spin lasers. However, the role of simultaneous presence of nonvanishing P n and P p requires further attention. With fixed P n = 0.2 we see that a change from P p = 0 to P p = 0.2 [panels (a) and (b)] enhances the difference between the gain contribution for S − and S + , while a change from P p = 0 to P p = −0.2 [panels (a) and (c)] reduces such a difference.
Since equal but opposite electron spin polarizations [P n = −P p , Fig. 5(c) ] describe the vanishing total spin in the gain region, it is helpful to note another realization of a vanishing total spin in Fig. 4(a) . Nevertheless, the gain spectra in these two cases are slightly different which can be attributed to the different features of CB and VB including their curvature, number of confined bands, and DOS. Thus, the difference between the gain contribution for S − and S + cannot be eliminated for P n = −P p .
A complementary information about the calculated gain is given with its density dependence in Figs. 5(d)-(f) . The results are shown for photon energies, corresponding to the CB1-HH1 and CB1-LH1 transitions [recall Fig. 2 ] which can be individually favored by the cavity design in a single-mode VCSEL [66] . Several trends can be inferred. For example, a nonlinear gain-dependence on density is different for the two photon energies. With an increased carrier density, CB1-LH1 transition provides larger gain values than as compared to CB1-HH1. While a reference curve (long dashed) for the gain of a conventional laser is lower than g − for P p = 0 and P p = 0.2 [panels (d) and (e)], the situation is reversed above the gain threshold (green horizontal line) for
where at larger density g + > g − is possible. To better understand the helicity-dependent gain, it is useful to calculate the corresponding gain asymmetry,
an important figure of merit in spin lasers. Considering that lasers have nonlinear light-injection characteristics, such gain asymmetry could enable robust spin filtering or spin amplification [31] . Close to the lasing threshold even a small carrier spin polarization in the gain region can lead to completely circularly polarized emitted light [12] . The results for the gain asymmetry, extracted from Fig. 5 , are shown in Fig. 6 as a function of the photon energy and the carrier density. While a large |g asy | is desirable, it is crucial that it corresponds to the g > 0 regime. For example, the largest |g asy | in Figs. 5(a) and (c) is found for photon energies of 125 -140 meV above the band gap. However, as seen in Figs. 5(a) and (c), this range corresponds to the absorption regime (g < 0) and such g asy does not influence the emitted light. As P p and n vary, the largest useful |g asy | is found slightly above the gap. As shown in Figs. 6(d)-(f) , to enhance |g asy | a lower density and CB1-LH1 are slightly better. An interesting deviation from these trends is seen in Fig. 6 for P n = −P p = 0.2. Near the band gap, an increase in n leads to the sign change of g asy and its maximum magnitude in the g < 0 regime for the larges shown carrier density.
This behavior points to yet unexplored opportunities to optimize the operation of spin lasers with a simultaneous spin polarization of electrons and holes.
Our results show that despite the small SOC energy of WZ nitrides, considered detrimental for optical spin injection, the gain asymmetry remains robust. Another important figure of merit of spin lasers is their threshold reduction, the lasing operation could be attained at lower injected carrier density than in conventional lasers. We will analyze this behavior in the next section.
IV. RATE EQUATIONS
Here we briefly review a complementary approach based on rate equations (REs) and discuss how its understanding can be enhanced from our microscopic gain calculations. REs have been successfully used to describe both conventional and spin lasers [47, [66] [67] [68] . An advantage of this approach is its simplicity. REs can provide a direct relation between material characteristics and device parameters, as well as often allowing analytical solutions and an effective method to elucidate many trends in the operation of lasers [47, 67] . With notation widely used for conventional lasers [47, 67] , generalized to include spin-and helicity-resolved quantities, we can write REs as [22, 23] ,
In the gain term, g ± (n ± , p ± , S) = g 0 (n ± + p ± − n tran )/(1 + ǫS), n tran is the transparency density, and ǫ is the gain compression factor [47, 67] , ensuring that the output light S does not increase indefinitely with injection J, g 0 is the gain parameter, and Γ is the optical confinement factor. The electron spin relaxation is given by (n ± − n ∓ )/τ sn , where τ sn is the electron spin relaxation time (τ sp for holes) [69] . The carrier recombination R ± sp can have various dependences on carrier density [31] and be characterized by a carrier recombination time τ r . β is the fraction of the spontaneous recombination producing light coupled to the resonant cavity, and τ ph is the photon lifetime, to model optical losses [3, 4, 31] .
While the k·p method does not include spin relaxation (τ sn /τ r , τ sp /τ r → ∞), similar dynamical effects are easily included in REs. However, REs rely on various input parameters that can be obtained from experiments or microscopic calculations. A more complete description of spin lasers can be therefore developed by combining the k·p method and the macroscopic RE model. We illustrate this approach by focusing on the optical gain in WZ spin lasers. Specifically, the gain parameter and the transparency density in the gain term in REs, can be obtained by fitting, for each P n and P p , the carrier density dependence of the calculated microscopic gain presented in Figs. 5(d)-(f) .
Following the REs for spin lasers [3, 4, 22, 23, 31] we use a simple linear dependence of gain on the carrier den- sity to provide a better comparison with the published work. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 for calculated gain of a conventional WZ laser. In the linear fit, the slope of the gain at n tran (where g = 0) in REs is matched with the slope of the calculated gain. However, we note that the logarithmic gain model, often used in conventional QW lasers [47] , would be a better fit. Another difference between REs and the calculated gain is the helicitydependent gain coefficient (recall Figs. 5 and 6) and we include that behavior by fitting the RE gain for each helicity separately. To follow the k·p method we choose τ sn /τ r , τ sp /τ r ≫ 1, rather than seeking the best possible fit between the two methods. Likewise, we choose ǫ = 0 even though the gain compression could give a better agreement at larger n. The remaining RE parameters are assigned from the previous work [70] .
Unlike a single lasing threshold, J T , in conventional lasers, with spin-dependent gain, there are two lasing thresholds in spin lasers, J T 1 ≤ J T 2 which delimits three operating regimes [31] : (i) For J ≤ J T 1 a spin LED regime, (ii) For J T 1 ≤ J ≤ J T 2 there is a spin-filtering regime and the lasing with only one helicity. (iii) For J ≥ J T 2 , there is a lasing with both helicities. It is then convenient to define the threshold reduction,
as an important figure of merit that influences both the steady-state and dynamical operation of spin lasers [19] .
In Fig. 8 we compare the threshold reduction as a function of electron spin polarization calculated using the microscopic method and REs, for several values of hole spin polarization. Despite noticeable differences between the two methods, they both show an overall nonmonotonic dependence of r on P n , preserved for each P p . It is instructive to note that previously studied REs with P p = 0 and fixed g 0 yield a monotonic increase in r with P n , from r = 0 at P n = 0 to r = 1/2 at P n = 1 [31] . However, using REs with a linear fit of the gain for P p = 0 at each P n shows in Fig. 8 a much closer agreement to the microscopic gain results and, by constructions, the two methods coincide at P n = P p = 0.
Including the hole spin polarization, the disagreement between the two methods is more pronounced for P p = −0.2, than for P p = 0.2. The corresponding RE results largely fail to capture the calculated threshold increase (r < 0, reported also in ZB lasers [24, 32] ) and are not properly defined for P n < 0.2. To explore why the RE results for P p = −0.2 are worse, it is useful to recall the dipole optical selection rules for transitions sketched in Fig. 1 . In our notation that means that both spontaneous and stimulated recombination (optical gain) involve only electrons and holes of the same spin. For example, spontaneous radiative recombination has terms n + p + or n − p − [71] . However, in Eqs. (9) or (10) the gain term does not accurately respect these selection rules. For a sufficiently large carrier density the lasing would occur, even if the carrier spins are not compatible with the selection rules. When P n and P p have the opposite sign there are more carriers having a "wrong spin" to satisfy the selection rules leading to a worse agreement with the microscopic results. Such a disagreement would be less pronounced for shorter spin relaxation times, allowing "wrong spin carriers" to recombine while respecting the selection rules.
It is also possible to address the missing RE data for P n < 0.2. In the steady-state, Eq. (10) implies,
In the operating regime (iii): J > J T 2 , both helicities lase and S ± are large, which yields, n ∓ + p ∓ ≈ n tran + 1/(Γg 0 τ ph ), Therefore, n + + p + ≈ n − + p − . Together with the charge neutrality, we have p + = n − and p − = n + , which means that P n = −P p is guaranteed in the regime (iii). This is relevant for the case P p = −0.2 and P n < 0.2, because emitted S − is associated with minority instead of majority spin, such that the lasing of S − is in the regime (iii). The required P n = −P p in the third regime thus reduces the freedom of a realizable spin polarization in REs.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Our framework of combining microscopic gain calculations with simple rate equations provides predictive and computationally inexpensive materials-specific approach to explore spin lasers. The choice of wurtzite lasers was guided by the first realization of an electrically manipulated spin laser at room temperature [29] and the absence of any prior theoretical work. In contrast to zincblende GaAs, in wurtzite GaN there is a much smaller spin-orbit coupling, usually considered as a detrimental situation for optical spin injection. We have shown that even such a small spin-orbit coupling in wurtzites yields robust signatures of a spin-dependent gain, including the gain asymmetry, desirable for spin lasers. With the presence of nonvanishing electron and hole spin polarization, largely overlooked in the previous studies, the gain asymmetry can even change its sign by simply increasing the carrier density. The lasing threshold reduction has a nonmonotonic depenedence on electron spin polarization, even for a nonvanishing hole spin polarization.
While a weak spin-orbit coupling is expected to lead to an enhanced spin relaxation times, this is not the case for GaN which has a defect dominated spin-relaxation and electron spin relaxation times about an order of magnitude shorter than in GaAs [65, 72] . Although materials advances could enable longer spin relaxation times in GaN, the current values are already suitable for digital and high-frequency operation of spin lasers [22, 23] .
The present framework can be adapted for other materials and laser geometries. With an increasing interest in non-nitride III-V wurtzite materials with large spinorbit coupling [73] [74] [75] [76] , we expect they could facilitate optically-injected spin lasers at room temperature. While we have focused on spin VCSELs, our approach would also be useful for vertical external cavity surface emitting lasers (VECSELs) [13, 14] . They enable depositing a thin-film ferromagnet just 100-200 nm away from the gain region for spin injection at the room temperature. Various spin and phonon lasers can also be implemented using intraband transitions within the conduction band [77] or in metallic systems [78, 79] . It would be interesting to develop a suitable description for them by combining microscopic gain calculations and simple rate equations.
An important materials challenge for the advances in wurtzite spin lasers would be to establish magnetic regions and their detailed theoretical description for robust electrical spin injection into the gain region. In zincblende semiconductors a number of such materials are already available [41, [80] [81] [82] [83] . In addition to demonstrating that Fe 3 O 4 nanomagnets are suitable for wurtzite spin lasers [29] , many other opportunities could be explored. For example, ferromagnetic semiconductors provide electrically-and optically-controlled magnetic properties [41, [84] [85] [86] [87] , while supporting ultrafast optical processes [88] . With a thin barrier region, even simple ferromagnets may enable tunable carrier spin polarization relying on gate-controlled magnetic proximity effects [89] .
